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Message from the President

Welcome to 2005! For those of you who do not know me, I am Jeff Anderson and have recently been elected President of
the Fox Valley Aero Club. I live in St. Charles and have been extremely active in the Fox Valley Aero Club. I am into
radio control everything! Included in my fleet are small prop planes, tail wheel, tricycle gear, ducted fan, 4 Cycle, 2 cycle, Gassers, turbine jets, electric helicopters, and turbine helicopters. I even fly planes and helicopters around the house
once in a while. Oh yea, the neighbors love it when I start a new turbine in the driveway.
First thing I would like to do is thank everybody that served in leadership positions last year. I would like to especially
thank Mel Ziska, our past president who helped accomplish miracles with our new field along with the grueling yet rewarding task of dealing with many different personalities all trying to work together. Mel, don’t go too far away as I will
look to you for guidance during the 2005 season.
Here’s a little information about the guys that will be serving you in 2005.
Paul Douds, Vice-President — What can I say? Everybody knows Paul because he gets extremely involved. He has the
play-by-play of most of the goings on of any event of our club by way of his digital camera. He can be recognized by all
at the field with his State Farm red attire.
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Julian Pugh, Secretary, moved to St. Charles about a year ago. He comes to us from the Naperville flying club. One of
his criteria for moving here was that he needed to be near a nice field. Well, Julian, we have one for you. Julian is hoping to take on a real balsa wood stick kit for this winter along with several ARF’s for his new fleet next year.
Don Bennish, Treasurer, has been active with the Fox Valley Aero Club for many years and is part of the base roots of
our club with guys like Bob Walker who were around before I was born. All those in the hobby know that “experience”
is greatly respected. Don’s knowledge of St. Charles, R/C flying and his ability to run successful businesses will surely
help in the 2005 season.
The board of directors is Ken Kaiser, Dominic Saverino, Bill Sponsler, Greg Bohler, Homer Lannoye, and Bob Walker.
Lee Paterson will be the Field Chairman. Lee keeps impeccable records – in his head. Karl Griesbaum will be the
Safety Director. Also, Dan Compton has agreed to be the chief flight instructor for another year. Jason Walsh will be
appointed the new Membership Chairman. Welcome, all you guys and Thank You!!
We have a phenomenal field. It is absolutely amazing that this dream has become a reality. As they say, “if you build it
they will come”. We hope to have the opportunity to welcome many new members this forthcoming year. Dan Compton may need assistance as we anticipate new members not only to the club but to the hobby as well.
We will have a few nice events this year! I need everyone’s help to make every event successful for The Fox Valley
Aero Club!! This club is for everyone, and we will try to accommodate a plethora of R/C interest. If you have any
thoughts, please let me know. Note: If you plan to give me your thoughts…also plan on some of your time to support it.
So far we are trying to plan on …
A Grand Opening... where the City of St. Charles will be involved, and I will invite every Model Airplane club in the
area. Future events also include the Festival of Giants, Al Fuchsen Helicopter Fun Fly, Kids Fly Day, Bi-Plane event,
The BIG 3D Event , Pylon Races, and a Jet Meet. We need everyone out at these events as participation by all makes the
events more enjoyable for all.
I may be the president, but I am the president of many wonderful members and hope to represent the voices, hopes, and
wishes of all.
Build lots of stuff this winter!! It’s going to be a great year!!
Jeff Anderson
President, Fox Valley Aero Club
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Fox Valley Aero Club ’s Huge Mega R/C Swap Shop!!!
Mark This on Your Calendar, Saturday, February 12th, 2005
This is the R/C swap shop we have been waiting for all year!!! It is located at the Pottawatomie Park Community Center in St. Charles. Tons of radio control things to look at and buy! Doors open for all of us shoppers at
9am and ends at 2pm. If you want to rent a table it is $12.50 prepaid or 15 bucks at the door and table setup
starts at 8am. Directions: Take RT. 64 to 2nd Ave. in St. Charles, (2 blocks east of Fox River), turn north on 2nd
Ave. and go 7 blocks and turn west (left) onto a street called North Ave. Community Center will be on your
right side of the road.
Table reservations and information contact Julian Pugh at 630-513-1951, julian.pugh@nav-international.com
or Mike Kostecki at 630-761-4973, IMAA16955@aol.com

Public Service Announcement
As a rule of thumb your home smoke detectors are good for only 10 years or less. When replacing home
smoke detectors make sure you buy one with both ionization and photoelectric smoke protection that covers
both fast and smoldering fires. In past years most detectors did not cover both types of fires. These ionization
and photoelectric smoke detectors cost at least twice as much as the single type but will cover all fires. Don’t
try and be thrifty when buying a lifesaving device and its batteries. Always put the date when purchased on
inside of the detector so it can be replaced when outdated and also date the battery. Last year 84% of all the
people who died in fires had a non-working smoke detector. Don’t procrastinate; working smoke detectors
save lives! Do it today! You now owe me one! Please add something to your newsletter next month! Send to :
Flypapernews1@sbcglobal.net Marty

Addresses and Phone Numbers of Local Hobby Shops
All of Your R/C Needs and Expert Help are as Close as Your Local Hobby Shop
Al’s Hobby Shop, Inc.
Hobbytown USA
Venture Hobbies

121 Addison
3627 E. Main
23 Huntington
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Elmhurst, IL (630) 832-4908
St. Charles, IL (630) 587-1256
Wheeling, IL (847) 537-8669
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December 2004 Club Meeting Minutes
Fox Valley Aero Club
General Business Meeting Minutes
December 10, 2004
President Mel Ziska called the meeting to order at precisely 7:55 P.M. during the FVAC Christmas Party.
During the annual Christmas party the election of Club Officers and Board Members occurs. A brief
business meeting is held to present the new officers and conduct other business.
ELECTION - The following Officers were elected for 2005:
President
Vice President
Treasure
Secretary

Jeff Anderson
Paul Douds
Don Bennish
Julian Pugh

Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member

Bob Walker
Ken Kaiser
Homer Lannoye
Greg Bohler
Bill Sponsler
Dominic Saverino

The business portion of the Christmas Party was over in a matter of minutes, six minutes to be exact. The
meeting adjourned at 8:01 P.M.
Regardless, the festivities continued. Although I do not have an official attendance number, there appeared
to be over a hundred members, significant others and guests present.
Bob Walker provided a history of the efforts to obtain a new field location and recognized the many
contributions of time and equipment to get the job done! During the party there were numerous photos
available showing construction of the new field and a video tape of the photos. As everyone is aware, most
of the photos included Steve Baker. It’s not that Steve is anxious to get into the photographs. Steve was
always at the field and instrumental in getting the field constructed. Reflecting back, if it weren’t for Steve,
we’d probably be in a pickle. This is a good segue into the Top Gun award.

(Continued on page 5)
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(Continued from page 4)

TOP GUN – A tradition was started in 2002 with the presentation of a Top Gun award. The Top Gun
award is to recognize an outstanding member of the FVAC.
Previous Top Gun award winners:
2002 – Dan Compton
2003 – Robert Walker
For 2004 the Top Gun award went to Steve Baker for his extraordinary efforts. In a brief acceptance
speech, Steve recognized the contributions of the members to get the job done! Steve was not only
involved in the field construction but served as the Swap Shop Chairman. Steve has served as Swap Shop
Chairman over the last several years and has done an excellent job. Thank you, Steve, for your efforts!
LADIES RAFFLE - This year the craft raffle was chaired by Marie Smith and Markie Simmons. For five
dollars members get the opportunity to win a raffle prize. Everyone that enters receives a prize! This was
an excellent event with many fine raffle prizes. Thanks to Marie and Markie for assisting with this event.
Kevin Hersey
Secretary

Some Helicopter Humor
What to Say When Your Wife Asks, “Did You Crash Again, Bunkie?”
1) No, Honey, I always keep my helicopter in a bushel basket when I’m cleaning it!
2) No, Honey, the helicopter is in the trunk of the car and I’ll bring it in later!
3) No, Honey, you always have to get new blades after so many hours of flying!
4) No, Honey, this helicopter never had a tail rotor!
5) No, Honey, those slightly damaged parts are optional and not really needed!
6) No, Honey, not really, just a slight mishap and five dollars will make it as good as new!
7) No, Honey, but just for fun I might go to the hobby shop and look around a little!
8) No, Honey, but, if you want, now might be a good time to start thinking about my birthday!
9) No, Honey, but I might go to the hobby shop and pick up one of those new $49 helicopters!
10) No, Honey, but I just won a brand new helicopter at our club meeting!
All 10 of these answers have been field tested on helicopters but some could be modified for airplane use! Marty
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PATTERN 101
By Club Member, Chris Moon

When I started flying pattern over 20 years ago, I was really impressed with the absolute care and precision that these
modelers used when building and setting up their planes. I noticed that their setups and hardware were usually different
from the hardware and methods used in regular sport kits. This month, I want to show you a method of installing control
horns that is far superior to any kit type setup. The typical kit comes with your common nylon plastic “triangle” type
horn that is installed by “pinching” the control surface. These have several problems: First, you are limited to only the
3-5 holes in the arm to determine the amount of throw. Secondly, the plastic will have a tendency to deflect or twist
when you put in under flight loads. Lastly, the horns will often loosen due to vibration from the fact that you install
them by making holes through soft balsa. The better way of installing control horns, as shown here, is of greatest benefit
when using foam core flight control surface, but it works equally well on regular balsa kits, or even balsa ARFs.

Start with a regular piece of ½” diameter hardwood dowel cut to the thickness of your control
surface and some 6-32 X 3” pan head bolts. You will also need to make a small tool from a
small piece of ½” diameter brass tubing. Photo 1 shows your bolts and dowels. The dowels
can either be drilled and tapped for the 6-32 bolts, or simply drilled in a drill press to a tight
slip fit for the bolt to go through the dowel. For this example we are using the elevators on Jason Walsh’s Widebody .60 model (all photos by Jason Walsh).
Photo 1

The next step is to find the location where you want to install the control horns. Before you start to cut the holes, you need to make sure
that you are going to cut the holes exactly perpendicular to the center
line of the surface. This is fairly easy if you have a flat control surface
like in many ARFs. Just lay it down on your flat surface. If you have
a tapered surface like in photo 2, then you need to block up the surface
to make it perpendicular to the building table.
Photo 2
Mark the center, and use your ½” diameter brass tubing to slowly twist
through the control surface until you go all the way through. When you are done, it should look like photo 3. Now,
check out photo 2 again. It shows the 2 horns test fitted into the elevator halves. You should do this mock up to make
sure the holes you made in the surfaces are identical and that the bolts are going to be exactly parallel to each other. This
is very important. If one bolt leans forward or back, then you have just added differential between the 2 surfaces, and
will never get matched throws. Add small shims as shown to get the dowels exactly parallel. Photo 4 shows the dowels
glued into place. I like to use the new polyurethane glues like Gorilla Glue for this step. This is really neat glue that
holds extremely well, and sands much easier than epoxy. Best of all, it expands as it dries to fill in any voids in the surfaces being bonded.
(continued on page 7)
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(continued from page 6)

Let everything dry, and then remove the bolts, cut the dowels flush
with the control surface and sand smooth. You are now ready to
cover. After you cover your piece, reinstall the bolt and add a 6-32
nut to the bottom. The bolt is attached to the clevis with a Du-Bro
heavy duty horn bracket that is already threaded for a 6-32 bolt.
Photo 5 shows a completed aileron installation in my new Eclipse 2
meter plane.

Photo 3

As an alternative, you can use a pre-packaged control horn set up
such as those sold by DuBro. They sell a similar setup with a long
screw for the control horn in both large for giant scale and smaller
for most other applications. These horns use the similar “pinch”
type installation but have the advantage of having a large range of
adjustment like the setup that is described above. The trick when
using these pinch type horns is to first drill the hole for the control
screw, then go back over the area surrounding the hole and make
several small holes with a pin and drip thin CA all of the holes.
When dry, go back and redrill your big screw hole and install your
horn. This will add a great deal of strength to the balsa.
Photo 4

Either way, you will now have a very strong and slop free control
horn setup. And the additional benefit of having a large range of
throw adjustment rather than just 4 -5 holes in a standard control
horn.

Photo 5
Chris Moon
Cmoon767@aol.com
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Hot Tip of the Month!
If you have been looking for a good inexpensive emergency and travel phone, here it is and all for only about
$6.67 a month. Plus you get at least 26 minutes of air time each month and, would you believe, the minutes are
roll over minutes. The company is Virgin Mobile Wireless, and the phones can be purchased at Best Buy or
most other electronics stores for $39 to $109 with a $20 rebate (phone prices have gone up). Did I mention that
there are NO taxes added on, NO roaming charges, NO contract, and NO bill in the mail??? You do not hear
much about these phones because they are marketed only to young people!! In the company brochure I believe
they refer to these young people as hipsters and slackers, whatever that means (if my memory serves me right I
might have been called a slacker once!) but we older folk can also take advantage of this. All you have to do is
put $20 on the account every 3 months ($6.67 a month). In short, you get at least 324 rollover minutes a year
for only 80 bucks!! My emergency phone was costing me $168 a year with NO free minutes! One drawback is
that you have to wait as close to the 90 day due date to add time but if you put it on auto bill on your credit
card you do not have to worry. There may be other drawbacks so please check before buying. Marty

No, It is Not Impossible!!
At the field does it seem impossible to find anything small you drop in the grass or even on the blacktop? The
trick is to give your eyes a size and color reference to sight in on by dropping the identical part from the same
location into the same area. I know, I know, the first thing that comes to mind is that you are going to lose another part while trying to find the first one. No, you very seldom if ever will you lose both parts and this has
worked almost 100% of the time for everyone who has tried it. I have even found parts thought lost forever in
wood chips. This little trick will work with any part in any environment.

Good Eats by Chef Marty
Garlic Potato Salad (If You Dare)
6 large New Potatoes (or 12 small)
4 cloves (more or less) of Fresh Garlic
1-16oz. jar of Miracle Whip Dressing
Very simple to make with a large great taste but plan to enjoy it when you know
you will not be around other people for a few days. This much raw garlic is not
for the faint of heart. The following amounts are approximate, and you will
have to make to taste: Mix four or more pressed cloves of garlic with the 16 oz.
jar of Miracle Whip dressing (you may only need ½ of the jar). Boil new potatoes (don’t overcook), cool and then cube to potato salad size. Leave some or
all of skin on the potatoes. Fold in your garlic and Miracle Whip mixture to
your cubed potatoes (add enough to form potato salad consistency) then cover, refrigerate, and enjoy. Try to
make it 4 or 5 hours ahead of time to let the flavors meld together. The potato salad is even better the next day.
It serves 4 people and will cure anything that ails you!!
Editor: You too can be immortalized as the Good Eats Chef. Just send in a grill recipe or kitchen masterpiece!
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From the Editor…

Having recently joined our club, many of you will not know me. My name is Marty Davis, and I will be taking
over the task of editor from Bob Mosinski. I have promised to maintain the high standards that Bob has set for our newsletter and will do so to the best of my ability and in a timely manner. I don’t believe we can thank Bob enough for the
great job he has done for our club as editor and I will try to follow in his footsteps. Many thanks, Bob, for your time, effort and a job well done! Bob has done his best to make this a smooth transition, and I am looking forward to taking on
this new challenge! Fellow members, your new editor can be reached at: Flypapernews1@sbcglobal.net or 630-3771865. Please bear with me for the first month or so until MS publisher and I get to know each other better! Though I
should be OK, I just bought MS Publisher for Morons!
I recently joined this great club of ours in late summer of last year (2004) but have been in R/C in one form or
another for 45 years. It seems like only yesterday when I chased after my first fly-away, controlled by a rudder only, rubber powered escapement. I think the term back then was, “I ain’t got it!”. Another way to date me would be that I was
flying way before Bob Walker's famous Teflon Shoe hit the market! I enjoy flying models of all sizes and shapes, from 3
oz. models all of the way up to a 28 pound Nick Ziroli P40 War Hawk (with Robart Retracks) and more than a few helicopters along the way, too. I am also a proud member and editor for NIRCHA, one of the largest R/C helicopter clubs in
the country, located in Addison. Even with all of those years of flying under my belt my flying abilities are average at
best, but I still try hard to improve! After all, that is the fun of it, right?
As your new editor, over the coming months, I will be encouraging and pressuring members (I have been known
to twist a few arms) to add something to our club’s newsletter. How interesting the newsletter is will depend in a large
degree on your participation! A very good example of this would be the article, Pattern 101 by Chris Moon. Articles like
Pattern 101 are the reason why we read our newsletter. Not many of us can write an article as complex as that, but even
just a paragraph or two on any radio control subject would also be great! This is your newsletter, not mine. All I do is put
the pieces together each month. Over the holidays I am sure we have all received one or two new toys that might be of
interest to other members. Maybe put together a few paragraphs on how well your new kit went together or why it didn’t. How about a few sentences on your new ARF model and its performance? Electrics are still a gray area to most of
us and would make interesting articles! Maybe we can have a section on building tips? As time goes on I will suggest
new sections for members to contribute to their newsletter and hopefully get some ideas from other members, too. One
of my new passions is cooking and eating, so I might from time to time try to sneak in something like a Good Eats by
Chef Whoever section. So if you or your significant other has a good recipe to share, send it in! I’m sure that I am not
the only member who cooks year round on the outside grille! My number one proofreader, my wife Linda, will help us
all out, myself included, in the spelling and grammar department. So don’t be shy, put some of your thoughts down and
email it to me at flypapernews1@sbcglobal.net or snail mail it to: 4N609 Pheasant Run Dr., St. Charles, IL 60175. My
goal is for everyone to look forward to reading their newsletter each and every month.
Here is just a partial list of the members who in 2004 worked so hard to make this new field of ours a reality today. Board Members: Bob Walker, Ken Kaiser, Mike Kostecki, Paul Douds, Don Bennish, and Doc Yocke. Club Officers: Mel Ziska, Greg Bohler, Kevin Hersey, and Bill Simmons. Editor: Bob Mosinski, Field Chairman Lee Peterson,
Membership Chairman Al Zabel, Flight Instructor Dan Compton, and last but not least, Top Gun award winner for the
year 2004, Steve Baker. Sorry, but being new to the club, I know I missed listing many of the names of you guys who
were in the trenches. We thank all of you for your hard work and time spent on this major project!
Mark February 12th on your calendar right now for one of the best annual Radio Control Swap Shops in the
country! Let’s all try and show up there! Anything that you can contribute to the club table will be appreciated, and the
much needed cash will go to our club coffers and help pay for the field!
Time is always of the essence when it comes to paying your club dues! Please ask your
wife to sit down right now and pay your dues!!
If you want to keep my articles on things other than airplanes to a minimum, you are
going to have to send in articles and/or pictures of airplanes.
Please fly safe! As they say, “Being safe is no accident!”.
Marty
Flypapernews1@sbcglobal.net
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Martin
Davis
4N609 Pheasant Run Dr.
St. Charles, IL 60175
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